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EE317 POWER ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUITS

Course Description & Objectives:
This course is to explore the theory and applications of power electronics
systems for high efficiency, renewable and energy saving conversion systems.
To  know the characteristics of different power electronics switches, drivers
and selection of components for different applications. To  understanding of
the switching behavior and design of power electronic converters.

Course Outcomes:

l Describe the role of Power Electronics as an enabling technology in various
applications such as flexible production systems, energy conservation,
renewable energy, transportation etc.

l An understanding of the behavior of semiconductor devices operated as
power switches

l An Understand  and design single-phase and three-phase thyristor
converters.

l Learn the basic concepts of operation of dc-dc converters in steady state
in continuous and discontinuous modes and be able to analyze basic
converter topologies.

l Elucidate the frequency changing operation using Cyclo Converter.

l Expound the operation of various Inverters.

UNIT  I  -  Power semiconductor devices:
Power MOSFET, IGBT, GTO their operation and V-I characteristics- Basic
theory of operation of SCR - static characteristics  - Two transistor analogy -
turn on and turn off methods - firing circuits - Dynamic characteristics-
Specifications and ratings - Series and Parallel operation – protection circuits-
numerical problems.

UNIT II - Single-Phase Control Rectifiers:
Single phase converters - single pulse and two pulse- mid point and bridge
connections with R and RL loads –Effect of source inductance - problems.
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UNIT  III  - Three-Phase Control Rectifiers:
Three phase converters  - three pulse and six pulse - mid point and bridge
connections - effect of source inductance- Dual converters - Problems -
performance factors.
Choppers - principle of operation - Classification - Time ratio control and
current limit control strategies - step down chopper - Derivation of load  voltage
and currents with R, RL loads- Jones Chopper - step up chopper - problems.

UNIT  IV  -  AC Voltage Controllers:
Integral cycle control - Single phase half wave- two SCR’s in anti parallel -
with R and RL loads - modes of operation of Triac - Triac with R and RL
loads- numerical problems .
Cyclo converters - Single phase mid point and bridge- with R and RL loads-
step up and step down cyclo converters.

UNIT  V - Inverters - single phase inverter:
Basic series inverter –modified- Basic parallel inverter - bridge inverters –
THD-current source inverter-voltage control techniques for inverters - pulse
width modulation techniques -numerical problems.

TEXT BOOKS:
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